Salient Grasp of Situations as a Mechanism Against Stress for Zang Liver
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Abstract

In Nei Jing, the gist of "the spirit is to subsist the grasp for changes". The visual-tactile-mental coordinative processes and the poise made out of fascia sinews are mechanisms to optimize for performance. These mechanisms are described here as an external system pertaining to the Zang Liver. The mental grasp engages external processes starting with the visual-tactile infrastructure that coordinates input-output linkages with error tracking and formal interactive adjustment. Salience of the situation through perception and cognition keeps relevant attention so that responses are made for needs and challenges as well as social situations. The understanding of salience equipped with the mental-visual-tactile-mental coordinative infrastructure and cortical associative system can be correlated with Hun, along with the Zang Liver as the director spirit keeping up to salience. With the mental-visual-tactile infrastructure built towards goal directed actions, the poise and visual-tactile grasp facilitate effective coordination. In this system, gaps and losing grasp cause fright. With anxiety, grasp tension is heightened. Too many matters in mind (as in Zang Liver) to act, anxiety ensues. Basic pathophysiology of Zang Liver can be well explained in these terms.
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INTRODUCTION

Understanding of the Zang Liver in Chinese Medicine (CM) has expanded in terms of the dispersion concept and hepatosplanchnic circulation dynamics. A lot of works has been done to investigate the contribution of the Zang Liver in pathophysiology of stress. In this paper, the mental-visual-tactile coordination system is described as it relates to the Zang Liver. Its plays a significant role in stress. It re-emphasizes the importance of the classic but often omitted description of eyes as a feature in the Zang Liver. Eye and its diseases should be related to the liver [1].

THE VISUAL-TACTILE SYSTEM

During real action, the liver and gut provide a certain degree of metabolic stability. Since actual life in a variable environment is volatile and unpredictable, unceasing tasks may pose incalculable requirements for energy and resources. To reduce uncertainties whereby erratic energy costs are reduced, operational systems are evolved to place the right action for the right job at the right time. The visual-tactile system is a coordination-corrective operating system that allows a good grasp of the environment.

To start with, the visual system is used to encompass and comprehend the surrounding environment. It is a well-evolved infrastructure with input-output linkages, error tracking, and formal interactive adjustments. Particularly, during acute rapid changes, it helps to avoid any delays that mean extra costs.

The visual system starts with extracting the stimulus content of external images. The intrinsic goal essentially is to input a stimulus-variable to the brain inferred from the retinal image. Neural responses increase with contrast. Required visual reaction time would slow down with multiple stimuli and more choices. It gets faster with practice [2] with reduced conscious effort and increased automaticity of the reaction, thus saving energy.

In case of high degree of feature overlap and perceptual similarity, discrimination may call for expanded working memory capacity, exceeding which difficulty ensues [3]. Visual attention may be categorically achieved by stimulus-driven selection, irrespective of the observer’s intentions, or by goal-driven directives where selection attention is deliberate [4]. Active attention needs energy and some stimuli should be responded to and others not. The salience of an item is the state or quality by which it stands out relative to its neighbors. Saliency detection is considered to be a key attentional mechanism that
facilitates learning and survival by enabling individuals to focus, and thereby cost-effectively use the limited perceptual and cognitive resources on the most pertinent subset of sensory inputs.

Proprioception and vision go together. Simply said, the visi- location infrastructure is built to get a good grasp of the situation. Location information is important for saliency in detection [5]. The eyes and head move with the stimulus according to attention given. Even if frequent eye and head movements should have put objects out of visual reference, object locations are still perceived in world-based coordinates [6].

Processing input from a behaviorally relevant map would reduce scattering of energy processes during endeavors. Rapid aimed limb movements depend critically on visual information. In fact, in eye-hand coordination for movements, eyes almost always start moving toward the target before the hand does. In this visual-tactile coordinative system, vision defines the trajectory and the kinematics of reaching movements, while proprioception transforms this plan into the motor commands for the arm muscles [7]. The presence of a hand at the site also enhances orientation selectivity in early visual processing, sharpening the tuning for neural orientation [8]. Effector-based mechanisms for visual enhancement support the spatiotemporal association of gaze and reach, thus optimizing vision and guiding movements. This visual infrastructure with grasp facilitation allows a person to aim and act fast accordingly.

THE MENTAL VISUAL-TACTILE SYSTEM

Anticipatory mechanisms are common physiologically in order to meet uncertainty demands reliably. From real and interpreted memories and experience, an individual has a frame to actively and proactively respond to his environment. The mental-visual-tactile infrastructure is built for effective coordination of functions towards directed actions.

The visual system first adapts readily with interpretive processes to extract visual information which can be inherently ambiguous against simultaneous contextual information. With salience, the interpretative elements of the visual-tactile coordinative infrastructure are linked with power of association [9]. Ongoing scenes and reaction patterns are gathered and formed.

To envisage a mental picture of upcoming situations, an individual may form scenarios from lifetime scenes and worldviews. The brain for a cost-effective performance would use its heuristic system to make inferences from previous scenes and moments, projecting from situational similarities for effective coping and management of uncertainties like predator considerations in the old days and social contexts nowadays. In acute or momentous operations, the visual system would instantaneously map surrounding, while scenarios guide its fast adjusting and accommodative search throughout the environment with alert sharp eyes 一眼关七, to grasp and ensemble what is salient for operation. Scenarios facilitate strategy.

On the other hand, in ordinary accustomed scenes and moments, the habitual poise composition during repetitive patterned positioning is used to optimize performance at the least cost. It is a set of body operational modes set for accustomed moments, for recurrent contexts, and as such can best stand up to future similar situations. The poise would influence a pattern of recognizable posture and practice while holding, moving and acting with force and stability. Stably in semi-equilibrium between widely divergent impulses, the poise holds a readiness in supporting the body for carrying out, coping or handling issues. The body may then put up normative responses promptly with external processes or tackling behaviors by simply fine-tuning over that habitual set. Thus, gymnasts trained for Olympics remain so poised whatever mentally and physically challenging the event may be. Not only muscles tuned up. The endomysial myofascia net, as a slowly reacting but plastic system, accommodating postural patterns, is strung with repetitive use to align to the lines of tension and movement. Set points for spatiotemporal orientation would be cost saving over long-term adaptation.

USEFULNESS FOR CHINESE MEDICINE ELABORATION

The understanding of salience equipped with the mental-visual- tactile-mental coordinative infrastructure and cortical associative system can be correlated with Hun 魂 through mental grasp associated with the Zang Liver.

In keeping saliency, the body and mind are focused on situations and environment. This is quite akin to the CM Hun. Hun is the kind of spirit as a director, having capacity to know. Losing Hun refers to absent-mindedness as if overtly dazzled or distracted. With salience, the mind and body can attentively grasp the situation in control. In CM, the Zang Liver houses or carries the Hun. Salience, as the Hun, keeps relevant attention, makes responses for needs and challenges. Anticipation mechanisms may initiate tackling processes to the surrounding environment. Coupled with scenarios, the prefrontal cortex holds a plan in focus for long enough duration to complete it.

CM describes further how with the Zang Liver, the Hun or the mind opens itself at the eyes. The mental-visual-tactile system provides the effective operational infrastructure towards goal directed actions. Notably, Hun operates in both top-down and bottom-up modes (mental-visual-tactile and visual-tactile-mental modes). Mastery of habitual body patterns while grasping the immediate environment succinctly is achieved when bottom-up signals and top-down signals both jointly contribute to the allocation of attentional priority [10]. Up in the brain, the prefrontal brain, pertinently situated above the eyes, would function to support effective anticipatory foresight. Former scenes and moments through life would help to foster scenarios, overcoming pertinent variations in activity. Below this, with the visual-tactile infrastructure coordinating formal interactive adjustment, together with the poise patterned by visiospatial linkage from memory and experience, the person can execute control by fine-tuning to match situations more exactly and easily. This set of composure from repetitive patterned positioning would allow situations be managed well enough.

Situation change requires a new grasp for readiness, altering habituated patterns if necessary. Whenever there is a significant change, the grip heightens for grasping, eyes are perfused, and hand are at the same time perfused [11], all being prepared for any switch needed for readjusting physical or mental grasp. CM understood that “as environment enters through the eyes [12], its essential matters are kept in Zang Liver [13], and, as genuine (life) matters are disposed with Zang Liver, it is carried in the Qi of sinew endomysium for grasp [14].” This accords well with the CM view that “The Zang Liver, energizer capital, carries the Hun...charging up the fascia sinews, generating Blood and Qi activities [15].” This may equate to a kind of body intelligence for operations.

Nei Jing also described that “the Liver develops sinew...and liver governs the eyes... The spirit.... subsists the sinews for the...
body, and the Zang Liver for organs... subsists the grasp for changes, the eyes as gateway [12].” CM literature illustrates how the mind, eyes, fascia sinews, brain, and grasp influence each other. As these are working in operational mode together for integral needs, it empowers a person’s adaptation and actions.

RELEVANCE TO STRESS

Preparedness needing for physical or mental grasp readjustments cannot be unduly carried on and on. Neijing further described that “when essence and Qi effects build up (excessively) in the Zang Liver, anxiety ensues”. Plainly interpreting this, too many active matters (mental-visual-tactile coordinative processes) for overly diverse uncertainties would result in worries. Also, too much stuffed up and not well disposed, anger prone. When eyes are closed with no more dissipative involvement, the grasp is loosened, and trade-offs from recruitment of hepato-splanchnic circulation are restored.

Short of a good match in preparedness to the situations for resource restoration, the body or mind may be tuned up, or ill tuned, or become exhausted. Generally, it is the mesolimbic dopaminergic reward system that evaluates the salience of social stimuli. Dopamine is synthesized and released specifically and principally in only some brain regions and, interestingly, also in the retina [16]. Dopamine is a key neurotransmitter that modulates the function of neural circuits supporting motor function, cognition and vision. Mood problems are mostly related to the dopamine system, and these are major constituting symptoms in Zang Liver pathologies.

While supporting for mental grasp, the hold for physical grasp may be enhanced with long-standing anticipation. Poise strung-up may become generalized to serve preparedness. In fact, the most discriminative somatic symptom of generalized anxiety disorder compared to other anxiety disorders is its heightened muscle tension [17]. Prepared for a feat, the lock-in mental and physical processes would be installed for that matter. Sometimes, extraordinary events may be prolonged and the poised composure as an attempt to overcome the situations becomes exhaustive and not cost-effective.

It is common to see tightly shut mouths and clenched jaws watching exciting games or when sustaining a certain poise in a position of alertness repeatedly. Prepared for feats but not in full control or when the endeavor is not actuated, over-preparedness is dry assertion. The body provides for metabolic support and stability to activities. However, supported, metabolic constraints are certainly present. In this regard, exhaustion observed in Nei Jing described: “as the Zang Liver -Qi (machinery) is heated up, sinews working dry and tight got cramped up, ending in atrophic sinews”. Prolonged exhaustion over-drains any support processes.

Body adjustments may be highly-strung but not sufficient to cater when demands are acute and serious. Efficiency requires predicting what will be needed, and prediction requires each effect to adapt its output to the expected range of demand [18]. With fast changes, the visual-tactile-mental coordinative processes in its physical body frame would become stressed, and the autonomous processes thrown out of equilibrium. The strung mental-visual-tactile composure would not suffice such changes. Nei Jing, among five Zang Organs’ aversion, describes that “the Zang Liver would not tolerate Wind”. Wind in CM is analogous to fast abrupt changes. CM texts describe, “fast changes (Wind), loss of grasp (Drop off), and wobbling sight (dizziness) are all related to Zang Liver”. Notably, eyes are much more frequently involved in Liver - Wind dysfunction (70.4 %), compared to “Wind” problems due to other pathologies such as general Blood Insufficiency (53.3 %) or Yin Insufficiency (45.3 %) [19].

The poise and attention can withstand only a certain ambit but not too much discrepancies and uncertainty issues. Demanding situational changes would cause rational and emotional problems. Other body processes are needed to cover gaps and insufficiencies. Glucocorticoids (GC) are raised for the inadequate maintenance of homeostasis during coping with physical and emotional needs when there are changes in drives and anticipatory adaptations. Apart from being stress-responsive in the HPA neuroendocrine axis, steroid induction of neuropeptides and neurotransmitter gene expression in functional circuits in the brain helps sustaining the central arousal states [20].

A person has to face many situations: from predator emergence or prey hunting since the old days up to intruder challenge, reproductive opportunity, food availability and problem-solving in present times. Over-stressed, in time, behavioral responses adapting and adjusting to environmental events may have conflicting motivations in the context of future needs and resource allocation. Overt discrepancies raise anger and rage. Nei Jing states “Liver-Qi…stuffed up causes angers”. Cumulated long-term tradeoffs may be overdue. Socially, a visual stimulus would basically be necessary and sufficient for an aggressive response [21].

The person seeks as a whole to re-attain a good grasp of the situations by re-matching his system competency with efficiency and effectiveness. Once achieved, return of the salience will reduce demand signals, and the individual remains vigilant and cognitively competent for his environment, having a state of learned preparedness in the system. Lessons learned from one experience are transferable to the new situation and domain, through scenarios and poise. Judgment, insight, motivation and mood, are critical. Catering for situations in control, the CM Zang Liver is taken analogous to the “master general, driving out planned controls and discretion” with direction and organization. Congruence with scenarios generating plans and a poised state of optimal function can maintain virtuous cycle generation of effectiveness and efficiency to overcome interactions with the environment.

For the Zang Liver, the hypothalamus and ANS are also closely involved [22]. CM describes its capacity for regulation of snug processes in body dynamics (free coursing" [23,24]) by redistributing energy and perfusion, maintaining blood vessels open and unobstructed, regulating gastrointestinal transport, modulating emotional flows and promoting reproductive mechanisms. The dispersion function driven by Zang Liver should be ascribed to auto-regulatory processes.

For management, interruption of the cascade of autonomic pathways helps preventing depression and stress responses and diseases. Understanding the importance of the visual grasp, additional treatment may be geared to this direction. Qua-sha by scraping the skin and fascia may reduce fatigability [25] by revitalizing the sinews and microcirculation, and generally helps Zang Liver problems. Taiqi or Gongfiu training improves posture, poise and grasp as well as tackling behaviors. Besides, reducing demand to the associated visual coordinative processes would also ease tension. Restraining energy-draining eye habits like overdoing digital usage should ease overcoming stresses. Proficiency and support during life processes will attain a good grasp by matching system competency with efficiency and effectiveness to the environment.
CONCLUSION

The mind, or in CM the director spirit Hun, keeps salience of the moves in productive performance. Tackling processes as the external set of the Zang Liver for situations comprises the visual-tactile coordinative and awareness system including salience in grasp, vision, poised physiological responses, and perceptive scenarios. Congruence with scenarios generating plans and the poised state of optimal function can maintain virtuous cycles of effectiveness and efficiency to overcome interactions with the environment. With sustained cost-effectiveness, multiple diverse body functions and internal auto-regulatory processes will be in snug (and free-coursing), and the body will have increased capacity and more adaptive power for situational complexity. That is the way to overcome internal-external stress. CM describes that in any change, the gist is grasp [12]. The Chinese phrase 把握 (hold and anticipate in mastery) starts with the same word.

The mental grasp engages external processes starting with the visual-tactile infrastructure that coordinates input-output linkages with error tracking and formal interactive adjustment. Salience of the situation through perception and cognition allows relevant attention, making responses for needs and challenges as well as social situations. Coordinative machinery to match environment is done with poise and visual-tactile grasp. The poise patterned by visiospatial linkage from memory and experience acts as a base to facilitate execution through control and fine-tuning. Formed scenarios facilitate their execution, overcoming pertinent variations in activity.

Salience regulation and activation system for grasp and poise through sinews and visual-tactile-mental coordination are a series of anticipatory physical and mental function. These are related to stress reaction and formation as this is a dominant pathology in Zang Liver. In volatile and unpredictable environment, it may be difficult to build up reliable mechanisms for living or to match capabilities with cost-effectiveness in life. If a good grasp is achieved, situational demands are well disposed, the body and mind operations are well coordinated, and life and work silently go on. Gaps can cause fright. Too many matters in mind (and in Zang Liver) to act, anxiety ensues.

Previous explanation of CM “the liver opening into the eyes” would have been viewed just as sophistications to justify CM theory. The new understanding from this paper explains the Zang Liver in better pathophysiological terms, satisfying both ancient CM and modern medicine. Later exploration of Zang Liver should take this into consideration during study.
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